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No. 7

Anderson Stresses
Anthony & the l01perials in
On Friday Decem her 8 Anthony & the Imperials
will perform two acts at the Topper Club for the first
annual Junior-Senior Winter Dance.
Since 1958 the group, then billed

Con~ert

to be sold so don't wait until the
last moment. 1'he cost of the tickets
for the dance, which lasts from 8:30
pm until 1:00am, is $5.00 per
couple.

There is a limited number of tickets

as Little Anthony & the Imperials,

'Tickets will go on sale for the
members of the Junior and Senior
classes on Monday, November 27,
Highlighting Xavier University's first annual Winter Dance will be
and will open for sales to the rest Anthony and the Impt'.rlals, who will do two shows at the Topper
of the student body on December4. · Club on Friday, December 8, for the XU upperclassmen.

Honorary Colonel· :A.nnounted
biology-medical technoiogymajor,
O.L.C.; Maribeth Frondorf, 18,
5'6", freshman, political science
major,X.U.E.C.; JoAnne Gerdeman, 19, 5'5", sophomore. soci·
ology major, M.S.J.; Susan Mari·
no, 18, 5"4", freshman, medical
technology major, O.L.C.: Pal
Stanley, 18, 5'4", freshman, home
econ01nics major, M.S.J.
The Honorary Cadet Colonel for
the year 1967-1968 will be named
at the annual Ivlilitary Ball to be
held on December 2 beginning at
8:30 P.M. The Honorary Cadet
Colonel will be selected from these
six finalists by a vote of the entire

Cincinnati Convention Center, the
largest facility for such events in
the southern Ohio area. All
R.O.T.C. cadets are invited to this
formal ball and there is no admission charge. Only cadets holding
invitations will be admitted.

PAT STANLEY
Also absolutely free is a 5 x 7
color photograph, taken at the
Ball, of the cadets and their dates.

SUSAN MARINO
In balloting so close that six,
Instead of the usual five, finalists
were selected, there were three girls
from Our Lady of Cincinnati College, two from Mount SaintJoseph
College, and one from Xavier University Evening College.
The sLx linalists are: Jean Bedinghaus, 18, 5'4", freslunan, home

JEAN BEDINGHAUS

JO ANN GERDEMAN

MARIBETH FRONDORF
MARILYN BYRNE
economics major, O.L.C.; Mari·
lyn Byrne, 19, 5'6", sophomore,

"It's nice to have credentials, but in this no man
is an authority." So began Dr. Albert Anderson
of the Department of Education as he opened his
introductory talk to Xavier's Interracial Community
Week, delivered Monday afternoon in the University
Center Theatre.
In embarking on its week of
thought
and discussion, the
university community is tackling
one of the nation's most vexing
and complex problems. Civil
Rights In America continues to be
a festering wound in the body politic that has found pitifully little
medication, despite the run spectrum of deeply-involved yet tragically divided groups of blacks and
whites seeking a cure. 'f'his Dr.
Anderson pinpointed as the root
of the problem: "What we suffer
from most is a lack or communication."

has had many successful hit recordIngs including: "Hurt So Bad",
"Going Out of My Head," "I'm
on the Outside Looking In," "I
Miss You So" and "Take Me
Back." lwcently Anthony & the
Imperials have been appearing in
. nightclubs, on TVandradioshows
and on many college campuses.
The Quartet, Sam Strain, Ernie
Wright, Clarence Collins and the
lead singer Anthony Gourdi1_1e,
grew out of the rock era of the late
Fifties and is besl noted for their
talented combination of ballads,
beat, and rythm & pop.

On Sunday, November 5, the
Honorary Cadet Colonel finalists
were announced from a list of
thirty girls who applied at the
Selection Tea.

By GEORGE EDER, News Reporter

Cadet Corps to be held In the
various Military Science sections
during the week of November 27.
'fhe Military llall is to l>e held
in .the main e.'Chibltion hall of the

Music for dancing and enter·
talnment will be provided by the
swinging Si Zentner and his
Orchestra, with the Buddy ltoger
Orchestra as the back-up band.

.......

----- --

Dr. Anderson pointed out that
a close look at history is invaluable in examining the problem in
its proper perspective. The Negro
was first placed in America under
Institutionalized slavery, an immediate and complete humiliation of
the individual person. Thus, from
the very beginning, the_black man
was imprisoned by absolute social
inferiority. His stmggle ever since
that time has been to free himself
from these fetters.
The first step was the passage of
three civil rights amendments following the Civil War, but predictably these were consistently ignored.
There followed a tra1,riC setback:
the Supreme Court decision of the
Plessy vs. Ferguson ca~e in 1896
which laid down the principle of
separate but equal facilities. This
"planned program of se{,'Tegation," as Dr. Anderson explained,
"reestablished once again the
whole idea of the inferiority of the
black man."
This misguided decision stood
as law until in 1952 the Court
reversed itself in Brown vs. Board
. of Education. The humiliating
principle of separate-but-equal was
condemned, and the stmggle for
Negro civil rights entered the "age
of legality." At last the wheels of
legislative govemment began ponderously to move, and Congress
ground out civil right~ legislation.
There arose in response on the
popular level a host of "non-violent,
direct-action
progrruns"
headed by black and white liberals
alike. In hopeful expectation they
awaited the laws while they filtered
down through the govemmental
svstem. Bul once more, in dishearte~ing imitation of Reconstruction,
they were not properly implemented.
On this note the nation mo\•cd
into what Dr. Anderson terms the
"af:,re of self'determinism." Many
a black man, in understandable
distrust of the white m tm 's efforts,
cried out; "I want action now.
And I want you to let me do it
myself!" 'Ne witnessed the growing
foilowing of the writers rmd thinkers in the black community who
preached a pride, an honesty, and
n sincerity about their color. And
we were afraid.
Anrl at this point, when the
Negro most needed the white libcr-.
al beside him in his struggle to
he. rcc.ognized (UHI rcspcc:tc~I for

what he is, the white liberal tumed
and ran. "In lime past he had professed equality; but now, when it
came time for him to openly fight
the hostile white power structure,
the white liberal couldn't do it.
\\'hen the black man nccde'l him
the most, the white liberal deserted
hlm."

Dr. Albert Anderson opened the
Inter-Racial Community Week last
Monday with an address to the
student body in the University
'l'heatre. Dr~ · Anderson is shown
here looking over the text of his
speech.

. ...... .
,.

So even the moderate Negro organizations; such as the Urban
League and the NAACP, moved
steadily toward the thinking and
feelings of the black nationalists.
There was no other place for them
to go. The white man had turned
his back once more. Once more the
Negro had to make white America
starkly aware that he was suffc.l'in g.
Thus the riots - not cxc·usabk
or even rational, yet tragically m•cessary to the strugglt.! for equality.
And so we st<md now, aware
but uncertain, <mxious but afraid.
Now is lhc crucial time, but as
Dr. Anderson stressed, "as long
as the white community controb,
the black community won't be ublt•
to accomplish anything." Now is
tl1e time for us to becumc enablers.
to allow them to find their way,
to give them the chance to do it
themselves.
The challenge is ours. and thi"
week \VE must do sonwtlllnf:.
"\\'hen arc we going to get beyond
the simple point of tolet a lion.
which actually implies an itwquulity, tmd finally reach the point nf
love, honest love?''· In a! lour C'i vil
rights thinldng and adi'.·it::. \\'<.•
must constantly ·confront ou r;'L'I ve~
with lh•.' question: "\Vhakwr Wl'
nn: doing. hnw much are we involving the black man in out·
decision?''

~~M ockht«~bird'J'
h

At XU Theatre
The film To Kill u Mocking·
bird o,yHJ be shown Sunday evening at 6:45 p.m. in the University
Center 'fhea ter. Gregory Peck
heads the cast of this film, adapted
from the· bestselling novel by !·:.:-.-.
per Lee.
A limited n;,,.
ber of tickets \\;ill be on sale at
the door for. Sl.OO; These tickets
entitle you to an extra film, Orson
Welles' The Trial,· l\tonday night
in· the Theater al 7:00.
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Poor Standards
Underground Myth

In the first edition of one of the undergrounds,
the mistakes that appeared in the Musketeer, despite
the efforts of a harried staff, were said to reflect the
"depth and quality of Xavier education." Obviously,
the v;'Titer of the poorly researched article was trying
to take a cut at the academic standards of the universitY on the side. This accusation is as unfounded as
th~ orimarv accusation of the article. But the attitude
is rorru:non. It can be found on all levels of the universitY. In referen~ to the crisis at the University of
Dayton last year, a former Xavier department chairman claimed that there could be no question of aca·
demic freedom involved in the case, since academic
freedom could exist only in a rich intellectual atmos-phere, and neither Xavier nor Dayton has such an
atmos:pb.ere.
l !'.is ~ort of attitude reflects a prevalent m:y,..ill concem~g Xao;,ier's educational opportunities. As arn~,_.ill,
it is easil~.- de'.·e!oped and spread, but difficult to d.isp:-t)Ye. One aspect of the myth tha1 virtually insure:~
i~s iong iife is that i~ provides an excellent exc-use fo:;:ITHo~6;(:-.cri:y. "~"J,'ithin tr.ls nav-en, the student need not eX:::rc G--r:.sEli f'Jr a teac-ber tbathefee!shas not..i-j_ing to of:-:::-. :~or do?s -..:':-1-?. tecc..sher v.-no feels that his students a.re
·.::::-;·::c-.;=- a '::~e :JI ::uJ yt.:.·jn g beyond brute memorization.
:::':ere l::-"':;-Jg.::: it '::anr;ot easih' be disproYed. the
:-::·.-'""': :, rJf P-0 ~1E·e w a corr.:....TTiun~ty t.hal is trying to
t~~G.. ',\ 7 e C:a!l .S~"10V.. th2~ thEre is lit"Je foundation for

w get through tbJs lli~~\·ersjty '..l.TJE':c-;:-:.-one knov.'s tnat there are programs
:~2.~ -;;-,~1 :not siimuJaie a...r"Ici iliere are ~ea.chers v,r~.t.O i;-i:.:1
nc: P'J.~h. Bu: de:spite a few blata..1t e:;:ceptions. th.::. c.::p:J-! ~~'1C q._p 1ity of XaYier education, is more UHill
ad.2qua1.-:~~ G...!.J d :_he m;.~ has no basi~ in fact.
Sc,::r;.e s:at:.sti.cs :nay heip. In i...11e 1962-63 school
:~·-=a:-.
1.36 X.c.vie::- gra•:::h1att::s recei'.-ed a tolc.l of
~210.000 ~n gra.rns, feUowsb.ip.s. and schola.rshlps for
fu.~~~r sn:dy. The s:ory is the same for tbe ~·ears
:o~c;v;"irg. In 1963-6-4, l06student.sreceivedS180.000;
:.r, :9?: 65. 127 students re.::eiYed S2.56.918; in 1965?6. 122 s;c..<dems :-eeei\'f:-d S6-49.512. On:r a period
o: i o-,~ r years. 4 9 l X a \-:cr gra du aies rcl.:ei ved 2 w:cJ
r..,f S l.296 . .;3'). If ~r;e est:L'llate !hat there are: some
£3.·:-:: !-,•1.ndred srudents i..Tl every gracuating class. men
(Jnc ~o=~rt.n or :ne.~e g!"atJ.uates are r~:e!;-~g Im2.TICl2.2
a.:,:sistanc:e for .study Dt:yond g:-aciuation.
Sine:e XaYie:::-'s cut-line for ac:c:eptance is not exc-eptionally high. somet2:ling must happen be:tr.'een frEShman year and graduation. It could o11Jy be an education i...'rJat is stimulating and challenging.
This is the kind of tradition to build upon, not to
~:

pos~:t!e
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-M.J. H.

~~:a~avier ReULS
11

There are no hopeless situations. Just
men v:ho have grown hopeless about them. 11 •

EDITC.:~-I~'\-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . James ..:..randa
EDITORIAL .~.SSISTA!\'T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Katie Vo'clsh
~.'LJ.•."'-; •.;Gl>:G ED!TlJR ........................... }.like Hf:O.!,.On
.EXECCTJ'."E EDl TOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul .Maier
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Dunphy
U.YOCT EDiTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Boland
SPORTS EDiTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Rich A.renas
Cl?.CCL?.TIO:-; DIRECTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fr...nk Bradv
SECRETARY A-"D 'JYPIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Party LaGrang~
CP.RTOO!,!STS . . . . . . . . . . . . !\iari~ Bourgeois, Paul O'Connor
?HuTOG?.APHEP~S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chucic Tr<"-"ler, Dicit Br',zz
CI)Ll:!'.f!...:ISTS . . . . . . . . . . . Bob \';ee:t,.Jac:k ?ar.on., Terry Eyrd.,

Bill Ba.llner, John Drever

MODEP-:..TOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tuomas E. Yo~g
BL"SI:"·:ESS !-.f.A~AGEP.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jade Jeffn:
REPORT!':P.s . . . . . Bob v;:!he!rn., G~;rge F..der, Linus Biclia•.rskas,
Pat Ke!.!ey, Mike Lang, .Mike Boylan, BiJ'
Loc..lme:, Joe Rosenberger, John Hoe:nem.aru

Ch.:is -"icol.ini, Dave Thomas, John Haoc....
!·.i:.f."e .Madden, Bill Bar~o. Biil Kwiatkows!...
.Jim Van Lanen. ·
Publ!.sh<:d weekly during the school year e>:Cf?! during vacation a:1d
periods by Xavier Cdver>ity, Hamilton County, E•:ac.stor- Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. S2.00 per year.
Er:te:ed as .sE1:ood class mane: October 4, 1946. at thE Post Office
at Cincinnati. Ohio, under th~ Act oi ~1arch 3, 1879.
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

XU Fails Lawndale
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COII.fu&ued tmpkf~Uftf4~ of

L."1 re.ferenc::- to last we-2k·s article about the three fhe CQftCept oj tM uftiver.Uy u
X.a·;-:er men ;;;-b.o lived in. La•;n:dale this summer, I'd .-. eommUA{t., of ~ ~~·
like :o fu.;-J::!er develop the siru atiOD·"' 1 forces that these reekmg tr!Uh, ~ etnde!t~ bv
:nen. Tom :!\~ad:ey. Dan E.?1TJ:l5ck, and Ken Blessing, the? inclwion of ~~"'-' on rig~
fa~~d ;-:-. their d.e.:ision t.:~ live in La1i\rndale. The main
'i'..i/icGM "'"~"ritv oommfttee,,
frbg is t.he adve!"Se rr;one:rary position that these men
8 Cootinued rliising ot ac.ademlc
encountered.
.Jtcft®rd.a and QU«"fy of m.rtrvcIt took sheer guts to intas1.1-;-1 ~~e U..Tlcertcinty of &11 to keep pace trith im~
lbe future as 2.\~a.d:ey, Hehni.c:k., c.nd Blessing did. ir." facilities.
Eow d2d fhey !mensL~' the ur:.ce:ic.lnty of t:b.efuture? & Increcued intelligent thoUDht
and dkctUsiofr "b-:1 «ll XGuier stu- By lea,""'.u!g good-paying sw.-nme:r jobs that would &entl.
defra:,: their e..;..-penses through this year's school term.
3ecause fuey left rbese summer jobs they are _nO Vi' in
pers-onal debt A lot of g-u~'E probably say, "\Veil,
big deal, I'm in debt too. I have to get a government
g:-ant to go to scbooL I'm in debt a couple of thow!"
The News is willing to print
There's a distinct differen~ between Mackey, Helany letter that exhibits a genmick, and Blessing, who are in debt, and the other
eral interest to the Universit)'
men a: Xavier ...-b.o are rn debt. These three men knew
community. In the interest ot
giving everyone an equal op..
that working a: -rheir regular sw.-nmer jobs would enportuntty of being heard, we
able them to pay tcition, etc., which would put them in
aak tha' aa attem_.,. be lll&Cle
a desirably independent situation in that they would
to Uml& yoarself &o leM .._
no: owe s.n::,rt.b.bg w anyo!le. But, these three guys
see wonllt. The letters may be
didn't t"hl.,1: about helping themselves, they thought
given to any member of the
News staU, dropped in Ule
iliat lhey could somehow help their fellow men. 1\.n
campus
man or alipped under
opporru.nity presente-d itself in \;;·hieh they had a choice
the ottiee door ill the dead ol
bei. ••"een helping tbernseh-es to a secure financial means
DiehL Tbmk 7CML
through the presem school year. or, helping their
fellow men to possibly a means to a better future.
Intrl_nsically both these acts are good. No one
expected Helmick. Mackey, or Blessing to go to
Chicago tb..is summer. No one had forced them to
Peace Corps Week at Xavier
live in Lawndale. These men said they had a choice
be December 4-8. The object
between two "goods", and each one had to decide will
will be to allow interested studeDts
which "good" was better for him.
to gain information on ~e
These men received no financial help from the insti- Corps activitl• and opportunities.
Two Peace Corps representatives,
tution of Xavier University. This issue was brought be- Gall
D. Frankville and Denis W.
fore the administration but they refused to give these Egan, ....ill be on band to recruit
three men any monetary assistance whatsoever. These arid inform.
Gall D. Frankville is a graduate
men v,reren 't seeking a reward,. but they evidently
thought that Xavier's administration was as benevo- of Northwestern University in
English Literature. She was a
lent as they are.
socondary IIChool teacher in Obala,
Sometimes it seems that the only benevolence dis- Cnmaroon, for two years assigned
a Pe&ce Corps TELF (Teaching
played by the administration is reciprocating bene- to
English as a Foreign Language)
volence, touched with a bit of cynicism towards the project.
benevolence of others. Maybe if these three men would
In nddltion to classroom inhave participated in a national debate representing stn&ction and dmperoning the
Xavier in which the Xavier image could be shown, girls' athletic team, she collected
books for the school library and
they would''l.re received a little monetary assistance.
helpl'li orgtlnlze ytnr·end school
activities such as parades, skits,
Tne administration seems to be obsessed with the
idea of upholding the Xavier Univ.ersity image. I singing and dancing numbers.
Gall spoke French in Cama·
think that they should be less obsesses with the mainroon.
tenance of a good image, and more obsessed with
Dt~nls \V. Egan earned a B.A.
the idea of a. means to which the whole student body in philosophy nt St. Mary of the
v:ould inherently want to develop a decent image for
l.nke Seminnry. He spent his time
Xavier. In view of the apathy often displayed on our In Afgnnlstnn tl'tlchlng English
campus, this latter condition, this pride in the nmnc fuur hours t\ dn;.•, six monllngs a
\\'loci., then couching bnsketbn.ll in
of Xavier and ''"hat the university stands for, seems the nftemoon.
to be conspicuously missing.
He nlso knrncd Afgan 110ngs
-\V. K.
nnd lil\llt( nnd p hlyL'<i them at

Notice

Peate Corps
Bet. 4-8

schoolc..,nct~l1s
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Student tountil Seminar
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XU Queen

Rejecting this absurd heresy,

Ashmore

could we not look to the present
· upheaval in the Church as perhaps
a healthy, timely movement of the
Spirit in the whole Christian community, as this community advances In the discovery of what It
Ia to be a Christian? Surely the
Holy Spirit is now and always will
be Inspiring our· minds with a continually evolving concept of our
Christian commitment. Realizing
. that this discovery of Christian
Identity Is an ongoing process, not
an accomplished fact, we must
reject the fosslllzed mentality of
those who resist the posslblllty of
new Insights, new conceptualizations, new formulations. Such resistance may be Impeding the Holy
Spirit, who isn't dead yet.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Ashmore, Jr.

Praises Hurley

(~Tired

•

Editor-in-Chief
. The Xavier News·
Dear Sir:
A poll of ·the staff members of
· the Ring-tum Phi has revealed that
Barb Frey should have without a
· doubt been the unanimous choice
· for Queen of anything that she
wanted to be queen of. She Is Invited to Washington and Lee any
time that she wants to come.
Sincerely,
Bill Wilkerson
News Editor
and Chief poll taker

Dear Editor,
Daniel Hurley's work this year
as organizer of FAST demands a
word of praise. Each week he has
provided speakers and topics of
exceptional Interest for anyone
genuinely commitled to academic
dialogue. Could it be that a lack
of such commitment in so many
students and even faculty explains
in large part the sparse attendance
at many of these FAST sessions?
I felt that ahigh point in these
weekly talks was reached last Friday with the discussion led by Fr.
Avery Dulles. One sensed that he
possessed the mentality which
alone might be able to salvage
what is valuable in the Catholic
Church, as that Church struggles
In the crisis of distinguishing essentials from accidental trappings.
Thinking later about Fr. Dulles'
talk, I became still more convinced
of what I should like to call the
"heresy of status quo theologians."
That heresy is accepting the death
· of the Holy Spirit. Some theologians seem to argue as though the ·
Holy Spirit got shot down sometime during the earlier history of
Christianity.
But, before His
lamentable demise, the Holy Spirit
bequeathed to theological periti
both a complete body of truths.
· formulated in propositional terms
that are irreformable, and also a
wonder called "instant intelligibility," so that man's understanding and interpretation of his Faith
is also static. Assisting at the burial of the Holy Spirit, these theologians seem resolved that this
immutably formulated and adequately comprehended Faith
should tenaciously prevail over the
inert minds of the faithful till, in
death, we Christians can joyfully
escape from this valley of pagan
questioning, uncertainty and in. docility.

American-" ism

By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor

4postolate
To the Editor of
The Xavier News
I am very impressed by the
efforts being made on the Xavier
University campus to Interest
Xavier students In the social apostolate. I refer particularly to your
special edition of November 10.
In this regard, I find the followIng quotation significant. It is from
Bernard Malamud's The Fixer.
One often fells helpless in the
face of the confusion of these
times, such a mass of apparently uncontrollable events and
experiences to live through, attempt to understand, and If at
all possible, give order to; but
one must not withdraw from
the task If he has some small
thing to olfer - he does so at
the risk of diminishing his
humanity.
Sincerely yours,
Rev. P. H. Ratterman, S.J.

To the Editor:
Compliments to Bill Hurd for
being ·a "tired American". He is
a "young" one; I am an "old"
one - father of your Circulation
Manager. (See X. U. News
10/13/67).
While I admire tHe out-spoken
young College Man who propounds sensible arguments, my
maturity prompts me to suggest
that he "speak softly and carry a
big stick".
I am not unmindful that I, too,
prefer to worship God in a modest
edifice wherever it might be; and
someday, I hope that all of us
again will be saying "Dominus
Vobiscum".
Sincerely,
Frank J. Brady, Sr.
P. S. Congratulations Bill always have the courage of your
convictions.

NSF Backs
O'Neill Project
Cincinnati - Dr. Richard T.
Xavier University Chemistry Professor, is one of 161 U.S.
college teachers who will be able
to continue research projects at
their home institutions as a result
of a $322,000 National Science
Foundation grant, Rep. Robert
Taft, Jr. (R.-Ohio) reported today.
The grant marks an extension
of NSF summer research funds,
Rep. Taft explained. "Small institutions often have less chance to
pursue research than do larger
schools," he noted.
grants
provide
Extension
$2,000 to 'each researcher's home
school, and are usable over a two
year p'eriod.
O'Nel~,

Senator Georie McGovern, a
Democrat from South Dakota and
a lEading critic of the administration's policy In Vietnam, will speak
on "A Higher Patriotism," November 21, In the University Center
Theatre, at 3:00 p.~.

clal Assistant to President Kennedy
in January, 1961. He made the
U.S. olfer which led to the first
World Food Program, an international objective.

Senator McGovern was born in , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Avon South Dakota, the son of a
The Xavier University baseball
Methodist minister. After gradu- · team, in cooperation with the Hillation from Dakota Wesleyan Uni- top Research Company, is presentversity, he earned his M.A and ly participating In a patch test
Ph. D. In history and government
which began October 23 and will
from Northwestern University. He
run through December 8th. By takOcw 35 combat missions as a B-24
ing part in these tests, the'team will
pilot in World War II winning be providing funds for its 1968
the Distinguished Flying Cross. A spring baseball trip, an annual
event which the university does
professor of history and governnot at present provide funds for.
ment at Dakota Wesleyan University, he was elected to the U.S.
House of Representatives In 1956'
The team also, in cooperation
and re-elected In 1958.
with the Sailing Club, will be sponsoring a mixer Friday, November
· McGovern has served as a
17, at 8:00 P.M. in the armory.
member of the Committee on Edu:rws will be the first beer mixer
cation and Labor and the Commitof the year. We hope to see you
tee on Agriculture. He was a U.S.
all there.
delegate to the NATO Parliamentarian Conference in 1958 and
1959.
Sen. McGovern was named
Food for Peace Director and Spe-

First Choice
f The
ngageables
like the smart styling and
.perfect center diamond
•• a brilliant gem of fine
and modern cut. The
Keepsake, in your
assures lifetime satisuac:taan. Select yours at your
III..I!!AI'l•cn,,A Jeweler's store.
e's in the yellow pages
"Jewelers."
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. Say \\R\~1MA~
\'J\
with a
KEEPSAKE

(R~ c;

Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
· Calif., working in a castle

Jobs in Europe
Luxembourg-American Student Information Service is celebrating its
lOth year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arranging tours. Any student may now
choose from thousands of jobs such
as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages
uf1 to $400 a month. ASIS maintains
p accment offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help at
all times. For a booklet listing all
jobs with application forms and discount tours send $2 (job application,
overseas handling & air mail reply) to:
Dept. 0, American Student lnforma-·
tion Sen•ice, 22 Ave. de Ia Libcrte,
l,uxembou•·g City, Grand Duchy uf
Luxembourg.

The beauty and brilliance
of Keepsake's perfect center
diamond will endear for a
lifetime. A genuine, registered Keepsake diamond
ring reflects your thoughtfulness and good taste, too.
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HOWTO PLANYOUR'ENGAGEMENT ANDWEQDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and ·new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
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DIAMOND "INGS

WASSERMAN·-~·
JEWELERS

'sos .RAC-E-STREET
CINCINNATI. OHIO

45202
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.

KEEPSAKE

RINGS, BOX 90. SVRA~USE, N.Y. 13202

Keepsake Diamonds on Sale at

Herb Krombholz Jewelers
6928 Plainfield '1.

SILVERTON
PB~~E ,lt~-191~

Cincinnati, Ohio
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By BOI3 WILHELM, News Hcpurtcr

Two recent compulsory Masses and the fast
approaching deadline for
mandatory retreats force
attention to the present
absence of a relevant and
vital
Christianity
at
Xavier. Students are allowing themselves to be
herded to heaven like
puppets acting out a show
instead of freely committing themselves, mainly
due to childlike and
thoughtless acceptance of
age-old structures, and a
general apathy and boredom with the whole issue.
Fortunately there are some
bright spots in an otherwise gloomy
picture. Two weeks ago the Spiritual Committee of Student Council
initiated a "collegiate mass" at the
5:15 p.m. student Mass on Mondays in Bellam1ine Chapel. Stressing participation and unity through
mass songs, spontaneous prayers
of the faithful, and gathering in

P.R.'s Maneuver
On Friday, Nov. 3, the Pershing
Riflemen of Co. G-1 braved the
stormy elements to tackle their first
field training exercise on a 101).
acre farm in New Richmond, Ohio.
The company was led by Cadet
1st Lt. Thomas Schneider.
Schneider's mission was to lead
his company to an objective and
set up a camp site.
The aggressor force, led by
Cadet 2nd Lt. Don Snedeker, was
to harass the company troops as
much as possible. Snedeker's
guerrillas staged an ambush on
the company troops in a wooded
area and inflicted live casualties.
The company reached the objecth·e and set up a camp site
arou;·.d 9:00 pm. Once again the
guerrilla~ attac_l<t!d but, Lhis time
1,·.:n.: drh·~n off. ''The purpose of
tiL c;.,~d~c." s:atcs Schneider.
'··,:.:c.-·.:-·~('

the sanctuary, the l\Inss is concclebrntcd, usually by Frs. Oppenheim,
Bowman, and Hassel. This is
long overdue beginning for mcmlinfful on-campus Masses, although
not much different from the Mass
for college students at Resurrection
Church 7:30 Sunday nights, which
has been around for over a year.
One little known innovation is usc
of a larger whole wheat host, giving some of the feeling of food and
sharing of a meal together. Guitar
music is provided by Jim Kelly,
Terry Koller, and Mike Dougherty,
with Bob Cloud, S. J., accompaning on harmonica.

a

Certain dorm .Masses arc benefitting from efforts toward creative
adaptation, 1\riti1 the removal of
pe1vs (as forthcoming in Marion
and Brockman) being the most
obvious part of the change. Another is the time of the Mass itself,
now arranged for the student convenience - often in the evening,
and not necessarily in the chapel.
Dialogue sermons are becoming
more common.
Marion Hall has begun an experimental weekday Mass at 4:00
P.M., which includes the kiss of
peace (commuted to a handshake),
personal offertory presentation,
Ray Repp songs, etc. Unfortunately these and certain other
"undergrow1d" Masses offered by
Jesuit Faculty members rely on
word of mouth transmission and
thus are known only to certain esoteric groups on campus.
University education cannot
show students the future without
moving into the future itself, but
an atmosphere of cautious gradualism still prevails over most of
conservative Cincinnati. On other
campuses (Fordham, Holy Cross)
such innovations as communion

tmder both species and self-communion ore commonplace, because
U1ere it is felt that the present pastoral needs ofthcstudentsaremorc
important thlUl the outdated legalism of certain Church laws. Under
current Cincinnati liturgicnl law,
the kiss of peace is not valid among
the faithful, and women may not
enter the sanctuary.
In contrast Holy Cross Monastery in Mount Adams presents its
own little world of love and personhood, with the liturgy as the focal
point of its action. It is not a place
to flee from .the world, but a reminder of what the world should
mean. An open invitation stands
to drop up any Friday night
around 8:00 P.l\l.; Mass will be
offered sometime during the evening. The Mass is done "in the
round~" 1\rith reception of the Body
ru1d Blood of Christ, participation
in the reading of the English Canon, kiss of peace, etc.
The first hesitant steps toward
more meaningful college Masses
are being made. The key value in
such a Mass is involvement- the
student must rouse himself from
passive spectator to active participant. The priest becomes a mediator, a person; not just a function.
The faithful can't sit back and unthinkingly view the Mass as a remote and supernatural magic act
in which they have no part.
Realization of Xavier as a true
Christian community implies not
only a sharing of thoughts and
ideas, but also .a comradeship in
Christ's Body and Blood.

-

Civic Affairs?
• Wrestle with
Bookkeeping?
• Balance the Budget?
11

Shuffle Papers?

Folk-singer Judy Collins treated Let's face it. There are some
a packed Hermann Court crowd· things that have to be done. In
at Wihnington College to a unique
that
differ from no other
· type concert last ·sunday night.
Miss Collins ill seen here as she priest.
met members of the press after the But- the Paulist feels he can
concert.
rise above the everyday tasks

we

E~on

Club Meets

On Sunday, Nov. 19, at 7:30
pm in th'e Cash Room of Logan
Hali the Economics Club will hold
this year's second meeting. The
speaker for the evening will be
Colonel John Lee, Army Corps of
Engineers, Director of the Office of
Appalachian Studies. The topic upon which he will speak is, "The
Planning of Public Investment to
Attain Regional and National Objectives". Attendance at this meeting is mandatory for anyone wishing to come to the dinner meeting
next month.

Retreat

Noti~e

A closed retreat will be available
to Xavier students on the weekend
of Nov. 24-26. The retreat will be
held at Milford Retreat House.
Anyone interested in attending
should contact Tom VonderBrink
(931-3538) or Bill· Bauman
(Brockman Hall, Rm. 220; Ext.
255). Students needing financial
assistance to meet the expense of
the retreat should contact Fr. E.J.
O'Connor, University Chaplain.

that must be done. Because he
is an individual and is treated
accordingly, he· is free to de.
vclop his own innate talents to
achieve his goals. Individuality
is the keynote of the Paulists.
We depend on the individual
to make his own unique contribution. We welcome it. We
all profit by it.
The Paulist is a modern man,
free from stifling formalism, a
pioneer in using contemporary
mediums and techniques. to be
of service to God and man.
If you are interestecJ in making
a greater· contribution 'with
your· life as a priest write to
the Paulists today for a special
aptitude test designed to help
determine if you are of priestly
caliber.
National Vocations Director

PAULIST lATHERS
Room A-156.

415 W. 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
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road noise and vibrations.
Even Camara's new Astro
Ventilation works for your
peace and qui~t. Adjustable
vent-ports built in the
instrument panel let outside
air circulate without wind or
noise. You don't even have
to open a window! It all-adds
up to the silent ride of quality.
See lor yourself. Put a hushed
'68 Camara through its paces
at your Chevrolet dealer's.

All these Chevrolet
quality features, too:
• Unitized all-welded
Body by Fisher.
e Power team choices up
to a 396-cubic-inch VS.
• Self-adjusting SafetyMaster brokes with
dual cylinders.

e An automatic buzzer
that reminds you to
take your keys with
you.
• Proved safety features
like the GM-developed
energy-absorbing
steering column and
many new ones that
include armrest·
shielded door handles.

riiUl

Be smart! Be ·sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.

~

All Chevrolets are priced for greater value I The lowest priced 1968 Chevrolets are (models not sh
) C
·
S """"("""'
$2,220.00; ChP.vy II Nova Coupe $2, 199.00; Cam oro Sport Coupe $2 565.00· Chevell 300own : orvatr 500 port oupe
Biscayn~ 2-Door Sedan $2 558.00· Corvette Convertibl $4 320 00 I
I
e
Coupe $21318.00; Chevrolet
.
•
1
e
•
• • Munufacturer'' sugg t d t 'I · • 1 •
•
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Accelerates smoother, hugs the road tighter,
rides quieter than ever before.
A quiet car speaks for itself.
That's why Chevrolet went
all out to make the '68
Cornaro smoother, steadier
and. more silent than ever.
Camara's famous roadhugging performance has
been improved with a relined
suspension system.
Camara's big-cor ride has
been improved, too. Soft
rubber cushions snuff out

llCHIIICOlDR
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Pare Five

Pea~e

torps • Degree

Cinema

/acl Patton

The Ageless

By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor
'l'he Peace Corps and the State
of Ute staffs of teacher training
University College at Brockport
institutions undfor consultants to
have announced completion of arflecondnry tt!achers or mathentatics
rangements to extend and expand
or science, they will be Important
the unique Peace Corps/ College
participants in the educational de.Degree training proj~ launched •velopment efforts oftheir host counin the summer of 1967. The highly
tries. During their two year sojourn
favorable reaction to this summer's
Utey will have Ute opportunity to
pioneer venture sparked the
earn up to twelve semester hours
decision to enlarge the program for
graduate credit.
1968. It is the first program to
Peace Corps and College ofmake Peace Corps training service
ficials pointed out the several feaan integral part of curricula leadtures which make this joint proing to Bachelor's and Master's
gram unique including: academic
degrees.
credit for Peace Corps tralnin1,
Candidates will be selected from
two fully subsidized summer sessions totalllng thirty semester crethe rank of students in good standing at an accredited college who
dit hours, in-depth Peace Corps
are completing their sophomore or
training synchronized with the
junior year by June 1968. Those. Hberal arts and specialized profeuional preparation, individualselected will be able to earn anA. B.
or B.S. degree and be eligible for
Ized pro1rammlng, opportunity for ·
double majors and supervised
a Peace Corps aulgnment in one
academic year Banked by two sumoverseas graduate work.
mers of fully subsidized and in~ ·
"This • Integrated program Is
grated academic courses and Peace
based on our two-fold conviction:
Corps training. They will be ex( 1) to combine the college and
pected to major in mathematics or
Peace Corps experiences is to
the aclences; those who have commake both more relevant and
pleied their junior year prior to ·meaningful and the personal proentrance into the program will
duct more valuable (2) to provide
have the opportunity for a doubl&much-needed skilled specialists major.
mathematics and aclence teachers
At the end of the second summer
- as Peace Corps volunteers in
armed with the degree. a teaching
Latin America Is to make a .all·
nlftcant contribution to all concernlicense, In-depth cross cultural pr&paratlon and Ouency In Spanish, .ed," said President Albert Warren
the graduates as Peace Corps volBrown. of tlie State University College at Brockport, in announcing
unteers will be off on their Latin
American assignment. As members
the extension of this unique partnership.

Robert G. West

FULL CIRCLE
Of politics and other trifles.
Well, the elections are over, and
what else is new, right? In Cincinnati (that's Republican cot.mtry.
right mayor, whomever you may
be?), Ute Nine Fine Men have b&-,
come Ute Eight Bad Runners. The
next move will probably be to
declare Ohio a territory of California and rename it "DeaUt Valley."
What's so bad abo\lt Ronald
Reagan you at~k. Nothing, nothing
whatsoever. It's just that we keep
confusing him with Ute twenty mule
team.
Incidentally, the rumors of Reagan installing wooden commodes
In his home are false. Who ever .
heard of having birch johns?
And how many Republican governors has Kentucky had in the
last twenty years? Nunn.
Anyway, we can see It now. The
major entera Ute smoke filled City
CouncU Chamben and Ia greeted
with "good afternoon, mayor."
He auwere, "Thank you, and I
hope I'D have your vote, too."·
Then the Lone Man giU up and
eaya "I think we need to consider
the problem of the urban crlsls.
What stq»a are we taking in this
realm?''
"We're looldns into the feasiblllty of building another eta-

••il tl•• Meets
Xavier's Philosophy Club will
hold Ita second meeting this Sunday, November 19, at 7:30p.m.
In the Hearth Room of the Univerelty Center. The topic for discussion will be "What Makee America

dium," a Winner replies. "We
figure 1t will only cost the taxpayers about 80 million dollar •
over the next 40 years. Nobody
can call this town "River City."
"Well, what about the poverty
program?" asks the Lone Man.
"Glad you brought that up,"
says a Winner. "We're giving
Council Chambers to an unofficial
Congressional Committee for a two
week investigation of the program.
We're going to find out once and
for all why some people have tc
sit by the windows when Dying to
Washington to be investigated
there. These poverty workers can't
be trusted. A team of forty-six .R&publlcans are ftylng here, in the
lugga1e section, mind you, for the
investigation. It's aU quite nonpartisan. you know."
Just then Richard Nixon, who
Is dead and living in Norwood,
walk• In unexpectantly and eaya,
"I think what we've got to do Is
10 one way or the other."

If a definitive history of censorship in Ute United States is ever
written, Ute central chapter will center not on the RoUt Case or the
Ginsburg Case but on Ute nineyear legal battle Utat ended in 1931
when a Philadelphia Federal District Couri permitted the publication and sale, in the United States,
of Irish novelist James Joyce's
monumental story of one day in
the life of two men, UlyBBee. What·
makee the battle so important is·
the fact that Joyce's trallblazinl
work baa become the accepted atandard of the modem novel. Holden
Caufield's journey through New
York, for instance, Ia direct deceridant of Leopold Bloom's wandering about Dublin.
But prudery and censorship are
not dead, despite persistent rumors
to the contrary. As a result, when
Ute motion pictures ftnaUy got
around to drlllllatlzlng Ulysses,
and did not Oinch from "portrayln1
some of the coarser moments in
Joyce;s novel, the fUm found itself
under threat of obscenity charges.
Consequently, the rum was shown
at special two day stands at $5.50
a seat throughout the country last·
school year. When reaction was not
as harsh as anticipated, the rum
began to creep back Into selected
theatres for limited engagements
of one week.
It is really a shame that the ftlm
is forced to exist on the margin of
the law, for It is one of the moat
brUHant ftlms that has ever been
made. Anyone at aU Interested ln
Hterature or the art of the rum
should certainly aee this picture
the next time it slips back into
town. The rum is audaciously conceived and brilliantly executed.
The audacity of the conception
was assured when the producer
and director had· the integrity to
1
be true to the aims and spirit of'
Joyce's novel. It Is utterly impossible to compress Joyce's thousand
page prose poem into two hours or
rum, but the ftlmpreservesUtemain
outlines of Joyce's story and succeeds in suggesting his immense,
brilliant, and outrageous comic
vision.
Ulysses is really an antiOdyssey. Instead of a ten year
journey through the whole Mediterranean world, we have a twentyfour hour journey through Dublin.
In Ute place of the wily hero of
lthlca, we have a dumpy, mlddl&-.
aged Jewish merchant Instead of
the rather dull Telemachus seeking
out his father, we have the brlWant
Stephen Daedalus aeekinl to avoid
the paternalistic Bloom.. And Instead of th\ faithful Penelope, we
have the sluttish MoUy Bloom.

·a

Comi~

The film's portrillt of life was stage 'for three hundred years an'd
unflinching and beautiful. Human doesn't even seem dated. The mixmeanness and nobility exist side ture of farce and sa~re is so well
by side with human goodness. In- done that Ute play is as funny and
deed Utey exist side by side in one as pointed today as it was in 1670.
·and the same person. The poem
David Barry's direction of the
becomes poetic in its descriptions· play, however, ignored Ute social
·of urination and the graphic lan- satire almost completely and conquage in which Ute sexual act is centrates on the farcical elements.
described serves only to enhance The movement is stylized but not
the beauty.
·true Comedla del Arte. Personally,
In terms of techniques the film I found the endless circular pattern
is not really extraordinary. Virtu- of blocking raUter boring.
ally all the techniques used to illusBarry's mistakes are glossed
trate the character's Imaginations over by the skill of his leading
can be found In You're a Big Boy \ctors .. Robert O'Neil did very well
Now. But neverhavethetechniques as Monsieur Jourdain, Paddy Edbeen used with such great effect. 1wards was excellent as the servant
As for the "individual sequences Nicole, and Marie Geist was perof the ftlm, I felt, the night town fect as Madame Jourdain.
sequence was the best cinematic deBut everything considered, it is
velopment, although Barbara Jef.
fries delivery of the lneredlbly rich still Moliere's play and if you are
solloquoy of the phallus-worship- looking for a very amusing evenping Molly Bloom will live in my ing of theatre, try to see the play
memory for a long, long time. If before it closes Sunday afternoon.
justice is done, both Miss Jefferies
•
and Michael O'Shea, who played
the title role, will win academy
I make no bones about what
awards next year.
I think of the Masque Society. I
think that it proyides excellent col• •
lege theatre and I wish every MueThe Edgecliff Theatre, in its kie would try to see every producfourteenth season, became a com- tion. I may be prejudiced, since I
pletely professional Equity com- have been a member oftheMasque
pany. In the initial production of since my freshman year, but I think
the season, David Barry offered a they provide a quanty product.
rather unimaginative staging of a
The Masque opened their seasure-fire ·hit, Moliere's Le Bourson
November 3 with Boy Meets
geois Gentllhomme.
Girl. Time has not treated this 30The play Is a seventeenth cen- year old play kindly. Its chief claim
tury satire of social climbers. Mon- to fame is that it was voted the best
sieur Jourdain is a businessman play on Broadway over Porgy and
who has worked his way to a for- Bess h1 its original production. But
tune and intensely desires to b&- while Gershwin's musical has become a "gentleman o f qual'ty"''
1 •
come a classic, Boy Meets Girl
His efforts lead to Ute bedevilment looks like an ordinary comedy,
of his wife, Ute amusement of his suffering from an acute case of preservant, Ute enrichment of Utose he dictable plot and stereotyped charhires to teach him alis he is utterly acter.
incapable of mastering, and the disDespite the burden of !he vehicle,
may of his daughter, who discoverE
Ute Masque mounted what I felt
her father is intent on marrying her
1vas a very good production. The
to a nobleman, although she is in
first act dragged somewhat, but on
love with the son of bourgeois parUte whole I found Ute production
ents. The love plot is worked out
amusing and occasionally touch·in a wildly funny duping of Monsieur Jourdain, who thinks that ing.
The cast had no weak links, but
he is being made a Turkish duke.
I particularly enjoyed the work of
Moliere's grasp of dramatic
Dave Regan, Dan Scurieo, Brenda
·form and comic haracter was so
Clayton, and Jan Robi!"'son
complete that the play has held the

•

FRU: TRIP TO MIAMI
"Drive car from Cincinnati to
arrive Miami Airport Decem~er
22 and return car to amve
Cincinnati January 3. For fur·
ther information call Thomas
Heldman at 241·3111 for an
appointment."

•

•

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
will have a representative on campus
Nov. 17, 1967

For information about certification,
pr·ocedures and teaching opportunities,
arrange for appointment at: OW.FICE

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT

JADEjEAsr

GAMMA PHI

NEW... BOLDEN

FRATERNITY

f-fME

presents
20th Annual

TURKEY TROT
THANKSGIVING NITE 23rd
AT 4100 READING RD. ARMORY
WITH •THE NEW LIMP
$4.50 PER COUPLE AT DOOR
$4.00 PRESALE AT STUDENT CENTER
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Thla is the second in a series of
diiCUssiona revolviniJ around the
pneral subject of "Our American
Way of Life."
AD students and faculty are Invited, and members of the OLC
and Mount St. Joseph phllo10phy
club!l have also been Invited.
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Paee Six

By CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Reporte•·
in 1957, with continual games defeating Louisville 28-21 and
at 5'11", 220 lb. is an unlikely turns. Kent's mommoth offensive
since 1961. Incidentally Strang blasting Marshall 41-2.
looking left halfback, but operates line- (now healthy) includes tackles
d
hi
from the slot anyway Fitzgerald Steve Tarle and Roger Fraley,
coached .1\-llit Bley and freshman
Defensively, Kent oes not dng
has a di'sappo'Inti'ng ~enior year, both ragged 6'2", 235 performers,
Mike Sherrett wfiile they both were
· 1 Th
k f
a 54 especia ·
ey wor rom
consi'derablv down from his '66 guard Earl Price (684, 230), and
in high school in Cleveland. The r
ak'
th
a1 d'ust
J
oense m mg. e usu
a J •
f 1245
d · 296 center Charlie Kuntzman (6'3",
Ashland College grad has a career ments. At times they will operate
productton o
yar s m
record of 15-21-2. Strang has been from a Notre Dame 44. Top decarries, good for second place na- 225). The Flashes have all the inthe victim of much criticism re- fenders are ends Paul Jordan
tionally in rushing, behind Idaho's gredients to put points on the
cently for his team's poor showing, ( 6 ,4 .. 220 lbs.) and Don Abbott
Ray McDonald. A pulled ham- board.
and of course realizes that a win ( 6 ,4 .. , 224 lbs.) who Strang·Jabels
string muscle, a bruised hand, and
The game will be decided by the
over Xavier is essential if he hopes as "the best pair of defensive ends
inadequate support have caused team with the most desire. Xavier's-to silence them. Strang has con- in the Conference., Abbott is a
his rushing totals to dwindle. motives among others are-revenge
tended that injuries have hurt the Cincinnati native who played his
Nevertheless, Fitzgerald, allltera- for a 42-14 huinlllation suffered at
Flashes. "We've looked all right high school ball at Princeton. 6'1 ",
lively known as "the Human _ -Kent' last November. In addition,
when we've had everyone healthy," 220 lb. Bill Landis was an all
Hommer" and "The Pe!lnsylvariia the Muskies will be out. to end a
Pulverizer" (!)cwickley,"Pa.) is still last game jinx. The Muskies have
stated the Kent mentor. Continu- MAC choice at linebacker. Terry
ing, he went to say "We've had a
Thomas is a junior at defensive
a ~!!vastating runner. So ~evastat- not won a final season game since
lot ofinjuries this season. We knew ·tackle. Seeing Utue action has been
ing in fact that on Kents power 1962, and only twice in the last 15
we had little depth in our offensive two: year regular !fo_wie Tennebar
sweep they do not block the line- campaigns has the Blue and White
line, and we haven't been the same '( 6 •2 .. , ~ 7 lbs.). Tennebar, a
backer, as they assume "Fitz" will closed out the season on a winning
there since we got three of our _Clevelander fromCollinwoodhigh,
run over him. The Flashes' full- note. Meanwhile, the Strangmen
s-tarters hurt against Ohio U,.Yotr is suspected to have an injury.
back is Joe Pledger, a 5'11", 195 will want to win to prove that when
can't win with Sl;lbstitute! in this Safetyman Lou Harris and defenlb. junior out of Cleveland East healthy they are as fine a team as
conference.!'·- · ·
sive halfback Jimm Foxx Jr. (son
High Pledges has been injured this there is in tlie :MAC. A win for
Strang's chargers were pasted of the immortal Jimmy Foxx) are
year and is way below his sopho- them could salvage some degree·
30-6 by Buffalo in their opener,
towers of strength in the defensive
more totals of 648 yds in 149 of respectability as well as Coach·
then rebounded to beat Northern backfield.
•
trips. Speed and deception is sup- Strang's job.
Illinois 35-0, and Ohio U. The
When the Kents have the ball,
plied by wingback Billy Blunt,
Kickoff is 2 P.M. Making their
Flashes then lost four in a row;
they will present a veiy potent of5'9" • 165 lbs., another Massill?n final appearance will be 19 seniors,
21-7 to Miami, 16-7 to Western fense. The quarterback is Ron
product. Blunt also has been m- who have recorded a record of
Michigan, Bowling Green 7-6, and
Swartz a 6'1", 180 lb. senior who
jured (Pledger moved into his 18-10-1 thus far in their varsity
Toledo 14-13. 'They are riding on
has played under Strang's system. spot), but .signs. now ~ndicate that careers. Prior to the game, seniors
a two game winning streak after
since ~unior high. Don Fitzgerald
the fleet Billy will be mA-l shape and their parents will be honored
to terrorize Xavier with his pass by the Musketeer Club
receptions, rushing, and kick re'

The Xavier University Footbailers are hoping "that the third
time is a charm" as they prepare
for Saturday afternoon's invasion
by Kent State in the season's grid
finale. It will be the Muskies third
try for win number seven, a feat
which eluded the Muskies in their
last two outings. The task does not
appear to be an easy one. The
Golden Flashes man for man are
the strongest in the nation. Victory
however, has been somewhat elusive for the Kent squad. After having a disappointing 4-6 season
last year, most observers felt Kent
would pull together, realize their
full potential, cop the :MAC title
and make a strong bid for national
recognition. However, injuries, inconsistencies, and the unaccountable (unaccountable to this writer)
failure of several outstanding to
return are mainly responsible for
Kent's lackluster 3-6 record (Kent
is actually 4-5 on the fie14 but a·
21-14 victory ove~ _Ohio U. was
later forfeited due to Kent's use of
an_ ineligible player).
Coach by Leo Strang, the exMassillon High boss, the Flashes
will be attempting to even the series
r.ecard at 4-4-1. The series began

I

Sailing Shorts---- Hawkeye's Predictions
Last Saturday and Sunday,
Ndvember 11 and 12, one of the
rarest of things happened in collegiate sailing. The elimination
regatta (hosted by Xavier) for the
1\IIidwest Championships to beheld
in Chicago over the Thanksgiving
holidays was postponed until this
weekend at Ohio State University,
due to wind conditions on Cowan
Lake.
The competition is being switched to Ohio State because of several
factors. First,· Cowan Lake is a
state operated park and the water
level was dropped fifteen feet on

By GREG HASKELL
Monday, November 13. Secondly,
Ohio University was scheduled to
host a quadrangular regatta this
weekend at Athens. However, they
have agreed to cancel their regatta
to accommodate the selection of
three schools to make the trip to
Chicago. In addition, the reason
Ohio State was picted was due to
the fact of its reasonable proximity
to the schools still participating
(DePaul University scratched).
In two days of sailing last weekend, only four races out of twelve
were completed, resultirig in two.
boats capsizing and one boat hav-.

ing its mast buckle under the great
stress. The remaining schools
(Indiana University, Ohio State
University, Ohio University, Ohio
Wesleyan University, the University of Cincinnati and Xavier University) will finish the regatta in
Penguins, 13-foot dinghys, even
though the competition was started
in Flying Dutchman Juniors, 14foot sloops.
Tom Merolla and Greg Haskell
skippered and crcwed for XU. in
"A" Division, while Tom Germann
and Ken Blankemeyer and Terry
Kohler and John Schaffner skippered and crewed in "B" Division.

REGATTA RESULTS AS OF OCTOBER 31, 1967
SKIPPER
Tom Germann (Jr)
(Jr)
Ed Wasko
Greg Haskell (Jr)
Ken Blankemeyer (Sr)
Tom Merolla (Fr)
Tom Balaban (Jr)
Mike Dorrler (Fr)
(Jr)
Jim Baker
Pat O'Connor (Sr)
TEAM TOTALS

RACES
24
19
11
9
4
3
2
1
1

POSSIBLE POINTS
. 286.00
235.00
12i.25
89.25
27.00
21.75
22.00
5.25
5.25

TOTAL POINTS
131.00.
81.00
29.00
33.00
18.50
9.00
9.00
2.00
2.00

AVERAGE
.457
.349
.239
.369
.685
.413
.409
.381
.381

314.50

.386

812.75

74

Xavier over Kent State - Muskies due for win no. 7.
Toledo over Dayton - take a
look at Joh Schneider's Stats.
Miami over Cincinnati - but
Bo's boys are depressed.
East Carolina over Marshall more gas for the Herd.
Quantico over Parsons College
- but who cares.
Chattanooga over Jacksonville
State- "Scrappy"s to scrape out
another one over small college
opposition.
OTHER GAMES:
Notre Dame over Georgia Tech
- Tech will be the wreck.
Indiana over Minnesota
Hoosiers a team of destiny.
Northwestern over Illinois
Cats will run w!ld.
Purdue over Michigan State a warmup for the Hoosiers.
Michigan over Wisconsin Wolves to feast.
Ohio State over Iowa - Either
a win for Woody or a trip to
Kenyon.

·

Penn State over Ohio U.- Bobcats only chance is to look for
ineligibles.
U.C.L.A. over U.S.C.- o..J.
sets records- Behan wins games.
DA YHOP SPECIAL:
Thanksgiving Day: Elder to
toy with Western Hills- Mustangs
will be thankful when this battle
for Price Hill supremacy is over.
DORM SPECIALS
Chicago: Loyal Academy over
Mount Carmel - the Ramblers
wlll ride their balanced attack
into a third straight city title
game, although the Caravan
led by the arm of Gene Connell
will provide stem opposition.
Cleveland: Ignatius over Collinwood - Wirtz's ·wildcats will
roll their East side foe in their
Turkey Day battle for city supremacy.
New York: Xavier over Fordham
Prep - the X men have too
much balance for their Bronx
foes.

INTERVIEWS for•
CARY PRICE REGATTA
1. University of Michigan
38
2. Michigan State University
51
3. Ohio State University
63
4. College of Wqoster . . , ,_. , _ ,7i3
5. University dfWisco,risin' ''' t · '91
6. Lawrence University
102
7. Indiana University
134
8. Purdue University
136
9. Xavier University
152
10. Philadelphia Textile
160

XAVIER QUADRANGLE
1. University of Cincinnati
2. DePauw University
3. Indiana University
4. Xavier University

Sales and
Sales M.anagement
Training Program

31.75
31.75
24.00
23.50

,.

1M Football
FLAG FOOTBALL STANDINGS AS OF NOVEMBER 13, 1967

. ,...
"A" Independent League
Team
Accumulatives
The Fugs
The Tame Pack
Hyle's Helllons
Greatful Dead

Won
4
4

3
2
1

Lost
1
2
3
3
4

"AA" Independent League
Kllts
Dirty Bags
Mooncalves
G. D. Packers
Monsters
W.I.N.O.'S
Nameless Dozen
Dirty Dozen
Hog-Man
Fork Tooth & His Friends

4
4
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
1

2
2
2

3
3
4

4

"AA" Dormitory League
Team
Dirty Doaen
Golden Grainer
Nameless
Duffy's Boy's
Professionals
The Grogs
Mites
Lions

Won
4
4

3
3
2
1
1
0

Lost
0
0
2
2
1
3
·3
4

"A" Dormitory League
Otters
F. J.'s
Dirty Dozen
Pink Panthers
Piranhas
Raiders

5
5
4
3
1
0

1
1

2
2
5
5

I

This Program is ~esigned to develop yo\mg college
lf'aduates for careers in life insurance sales and'
sales management. It provides an initial training
period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home
Office School) before moving into full sales work•
Those "trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Offtce
after an initial period in sales.
Aaressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for those accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

James H. Farrar, General Agent
W. W. VanEpps, CLU, Ass•t General Agent
December 1, 1967

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD.
The Blue Chi Com an

• Since J 846
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RAY BLUNK
Ray Blunk is a 6'3", 230 lb,,
21 year old tight end. After graduation he plans to enter industrial
sales or the life insurance business.
However, he hopes to get- a shot
in pro football. "I think everyone
will agree, tli'is would be a desirable profession because or my
great speed and agility,"
Looking back over the years at
Xavier, Ray said that "the incident
last weekend was probably one of
the most memorable (plane trip to
and from Kalamazoo, Michigan).
The most humorous (that would
be all right to print) would be the
time I scored 39 points in a grade
school basketball game. The score
of that game was 33-6. (Yes I
scored 6 points for the other team,
and that 'ain't too bright')."

.AL EARLY

DAVE EATON
Offensive tackle Dave Eaton is
a 21 yr. old Ludlow, Kentucky
standout of 6'3", 220 lbs. Dave
wishes to return to Ludlow in a
coaching capacity after firaduation.
"The most unforgettable event
for me while at Xavier was my
association with my teammates.
No matter what has happened we
have held together. This year's
team especially has been a perfect
example of the Xavier motto: 'One
for all and All for One.'
I just hope that someday I will
be lucky enough to coach a team
with as great an attitude as the
teams I have been associated with
over the past four years. "

STEVE BAILEY

AI Early is a 21 yr. old, 5'10",
Steve Bailey is a 6', 185 lb.,
195 lb. offensive guard from Cln-, 22 year old defensive halfback
cinnati. He plans to teach and from Newark, Ohio. After graducoach high school football prefer- ation Steve intends to go to Law
School.
ably In the Cincinnati area.
The story "Beetle" wishes to
He says, "The most memorable
part of my career is the fact that relate occurred during his rookie
season here at Xavier. "We were
in three years we never lost to U.C.
Freshmen playing against the UniSince I am from Cincinnati, this
game always meant a little more .'versity of Kentucky Freshmen. The
to me. I feel this is something to score was 20-0, Kentucky, and we
be especially proud of considering had the ball, fourth and eighth,
on our own 30 yard line. Coach
the rivalry involved in the game."
Etler sends in that Abramowicz
is to punt. So he calls for a punt
in the huddle, but whispers to Dick
Eroshovich to sneak out for a
pass. Nobody hears this except
Dick. Well, Danny fakes a punt
and throws the ball to Dickie.. Just'
before Dick. is to catch the ball,
Maurice Moorman intercepted it.
You should have seen Dan and
Dickie run to stop him from scor·ing.

Pau Seven

BILL HILL
ED METZGER
Flanker DIU Hill is a 6'1", 205
Ed Metzger is a 6'4", 230 lb.,
lb. Springfield, Ohio product. Commenting on his most unforgettable tackle from Springfield, Ohio. A
event Bill said that he remembered two year army obligation and a
most an Important football meet- second lieutenant army commisIng last year. "Coach Ron Fenik, sion await Ed after graduation.
now coaching at Muskingum ColCommenting on the team and
lege, called a meeting of the offen- football in particular, he stated
sive line. We reported to the meet~ that "It has been a wonderful
lng anxious to see what was so pleasure to be associated with some.
important. We arrived to find that of the fine players that I have been
the coach only wanted to teach us team mates with over the past four
how to talk on the press box tele- years.
phone. We went through the whole
The most unforgettable event
procedure in a short 45 minute Cor me while playing football here
meeting."
at. Xavier was the trip to Elpaso,
The immediate future finds Bill Texas to play Texas Western in
only two weeks away from losing the Sun Bowl. It was e.xciting playhis identity as a single man. After ing before such a large crowd and
the initial shock, he plans to teach going across the border to Mexico
and coach In a high school.
after the game."

K.EN ZUK
Ken Zuk (6', 216 lbs.) from
Columbus, Ohio has been the
regular center for Xavier for the
past three years. After graduation
Ken plans to center his attention
on Law School.
"During Summer ball of my
junior year Coach Ed Biles was
perched atop his viewing ladder
between the offensive and defensive
platoons. The platform atop the
ladder was approximately 12 feet
high. Coach Biles was watching the
offensive team and temporarily forgot about the action going on behind him. At this point the scout
team quarterback was being
chased by Denny Dineen and
Larry O'Connell. The quarterback, Tim Gilfillan ducked between
the huge defenders and sent Denny
and Larry flying into Coach Biles'
ladder. The look on his face as he
came tumbling to the ground was
unforgettable. Mr. Biles has never
used his ladder again.

LOU SANTORO
Lou Santoro is a 188 lb. defensive halfback from Cincinnati,
Ohio. He is immediately concerned
with a two year army commitment
following four years of R.O. T.C.
at Xavier. After his commitment
he plans to go into data processing
with some Cincinnati firm.
Lou's story went something like
this. "When we would go to football banquets and Coach Biles
would introduce us individually
he would usually say something
like a 'hard worker', 'good hands,'
or 'quick and agile.' But every
time he would introduce me he
would say 'Here is Lou Santoro,
a credit to the Xavier University
R.O.T.C. program.'"

TERRY LYONS

LETCHER GRAY

Terry Lyons is a 6', 210 lb.
linebacker from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Terry hopes to go into sales with
a meat packing firm after graduating.

Letcher Gray (5'11", 210lbs.)
is a linebacker from Hamilton,
Ohio. Letcher plans to get into a .
management training program of
some large company after a two
year army commitment is fuJn.lled.

Terry rem em hers one of the
longest days in his life. "Immediately following the mass of the
Holy Spirit in September, 1964,
Coach Etler called pra<:tice for the
Freshmen team. Then, in the afternoon, we had to return for scout
squad duties with the Varsity.
Thinking the day was over I started to head back for the locker
room only to fmd out that a third
practice had been called. Practice
makes perfect."

The greatest thrill that happened to Letcher wasn't connected with
football at all. It was concerned
with baseball. "Last Spring the
Freshman baseball team, coached
by Dave Lynch, was playing a
game with Hamilton Badin High
School. Hamilton Badin beat the
XU Frosh by a close margin. I
went to Badin. Dave doesn't like
to talk about his rookie season
as a coach."

CLEVELAND PNEUMATI'C TO.OL
A Subsidiary of Pneuma Dynamics

"WICKEDLY

FUNNY ... 1"

-lolfan Herold

PHILIP CHARMOLI
Phil Charmoli is a 5'10", 195
·lb. fullback from Louisville, Kentucky. In January of 1968 he
plans to enter the anny as a
Second ·Lieutenant for two years
active duty. After his discharge
from the army he plans to get a
job with a business firm in the
Midwest.
"The time was during summer
ball 1965, my first. We were living
In Elet Hall and Denny Caponi
· fell Into bed exhausted, but In
doing so lost a contact lens. I was
down on my hands and lmees
searching for my lens when I again
fell aaleep. Caponi came into the
room about half an hour later and
woke me up. I went to bed awaiting the next practice, but still
haven't found my contact lens."

INTERVIEWS

"fUNNIEST
SINCE CAT

CPT is seeking graduates for
positions in thes areas:
• Industrial Relations
• Marketing
• Business Management

BALLOU I"
-lhila. tnqulr11r

"SPORTS CAR IIINDED?"

BOEING 747

Come ou& to our unique 1ports car ceuter aud • • •

If you are interested, our company representative
will be on campus November 20. 1967. For further
information please check with your placement
bureau.

I. SEI,L .YOUR CAR • . .
2. Btl\' OSE OF OURS, NEW OR USED • • • or,
3. 11:\\"E US SERVICE YOUR Jl\IPORTED BEAUTY.
our r~putatloo t• llas~d oo espert. dedicated 1emce for
ALL Dllket aDd DIOdell of imported C&rl. '1'17 Dl • • • IOOD.

The Cadillac of the Industry

AUTOSPORT, INC.
Ci 11 cimwti's E.1:clusive A/fa Romeo Dt>nler
9635 :\loutgomery Road

Pboue 793-0011

•

Open Mond•Y• Wed11e1d•r, end Fri"•r 'til 9 P.M.
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Paee Eieht

DON PELLIGRiNI

'.,
~l

Don Pelllgrini, a 6', 200 lb.,
linebacker of Italian descent plans
to attend graduate school at Xavier
University with a concentration in
Business Administration.
"The incident that I remember
most distinctly while playing here
at Xavier took place during the
Spring game three years ago. On
this one parilcular play I was blitzing quarterback Carroll Williams
who had faded back to pass. But,
unfortunately for me, an obstacle
blocked my path, namely blocking
back Denny Caponi, who had an
expression on his face as if he had
been fed raw meat before the contest. My initial instinct was to run
- the other way. However a far
better idea came to mind. I would
go to the right with my largest
and most prized possession - my
nose - then, cut to my left, side
step Caponi, and turn in the play.
But this wasn't exactly the way
things turned out. Denny would·
not be fooled, being a conniving
Italian as myself. I don't exactly
recall anything about our collision
except the fact that my overpowered body (and naturally my nose}
was in a prone position on the
ground waiting for aid from the
water ·boy, of whose job I was
emoious at the moment.

JIM KOCH

.·,

MILT ULEY

BOB VERCHEK

Jim Koch is a 6'3, 260 lb. defensive tackle from Erie, Pennsylvania. .nm plans to coach football
somewhere in the Midwest after
graduating.
"One of my team mates in high
school while at Erie, Pennsylvania
Prep was Mike Flaherty. Mike and
I were good friends and really
wanted to stay together in college.
However, we were separated as I
went to Xavier and Mike went to
the University of Detroit. Still, I
looked forward to playing against
Mike in college as at that time
Xavier and Detroit were bitter
rivals. In my sophomore year
Mike suffered a broken leg early
in the season and thus we did not
face each other. After that season
the University of Detroit dropped
football and I thought I would
. never be able to play against Mike.
However, Mike transferred to U.C.
In 1965 I was injured andcouldn't
play. In 1966 Mike once again
broke his leg and once again our
chance to play against each other

RICHARD GRALAK

TYRONE ANTHONY

Milt Bley Is a 6'2", 230 lb.,
Richard Gralak Is a 6'2, 225lb.
Bob Verchek is a married 21
Tyrone Anthony is a 5' 11 ",
yr. old standing 6 feet and weigh- 21 year old defensive tackle from tackle from Toledo, Ohio. He plans 203 lb. fullback from Cincinnati,
ing 182 lbs. He would like to go Cleveland, Ohio. Milt plans to fur- to teach physical education and Ohio. After graduating, he hopes
into business, preferably manage- ther his education in the graduate history and to coach after gradu- to beCome a physical education inment, with the possibiJity of return- school before a two year army ating.
structor and a coach.
ing to his home town of Pittsburgh. commitment ripens as a result of
"This is a heartwarming story
"I remember my freshman year
advanced· R.O. 'f. C. training.
Playing as a defensive halfback
Milt stated that the last game which occurred in 1966, my Junior while we were preparing for the
in his sophomore year he remem- of his sophomore year ('fexas year. We were playing Western • Cincinnati game. I was hit so hard
bers the Villanova game which Western} was one that he will re- Michigan and I was clipped on a
I lost my helmet. I don't parilcuXavier won 35-0. Tensions ran member most. It "was a fitting cheap shot by the W.M. U. player larly remember the Incident, but I
high coupled with several out- end to a fine year for the team. on kickoff. I missed the final g~e was told my helmet went at least 6
breaks of violence. "A certain pull- Although we lost the game, I be- against Kent because of it. What feet up in the air. The only reason
ing Wildcat guard kept scratching lieve that everybody that made the made me feel good was later that I remember the Incident is because
and pulling the hair on my legs. trip had an enjoyable time." Cha, year I received a letter of apology I dldn 't have to practice any more
from that player."
Finally I got fed up with this chi- cha, cha . . . . .
that day, and wasn't I glad!"
canery. While on my way back to
the huddle, he seemed to be in my
path. By 'accident' I happened to
step on his back. The Muskie
By BILL LOCHNER
crowd loved it, but the officials
and Coach Bllesthoughtotherwise.
Xavier University's football team faltered ·from a golden opportunity to pull within
A 15 yard penalty followed. One
their
winning ways the past two weeks; tieing Dayton one point or even a tie of the game
year later in Philadelphia we were
early in the fourth period after
playing Villanova again and I 7-7, and dropping another one to Western Michigan,
Steve Bailey's eighth interception
was blind-sided on a crack-back 18-7. This brings X. U. 's record for the season to
of the season. Steve retu~ed the
block. The cartilege in my right 6-2-1, with their fmal game this week against Kent
ball 15 yards to Western's 19yard
lmee_ was tom and surgery was
line. Buckmaster hit Blunk at the
State.
performed over Christmas vaca10 and then ran to the B~onco 3
Led by an extremely potent veled to Kalamazoo, to face-off
tion. Moral: If you get a chance
for
a first down. Bucky again car·rushing
offensive,
the
Dayton
Flywith
Western
Michigan's
Broncos.
do it."
ried the ball this time to the 1 yard
ers managed to score late in the W. 1\1. showed the Muskies they
4th quarter and salvaged a 7-7 meant business by intercepting ·a line. Two off-tackle plays brought
Buckmaster pass .on the third play no results and with fourth and one
tie with the Xavier Musketeers.
Xavie& was penalized 5 yards for
A spivering home-crowd atten: of the game, at the Xavier 35 yd.
delay
of game. Buckmaster's pass
line.
Two
plays
later
the
Broncos
dance of over 11,000 watched deon the next play fell incomplete
lightfully as the Muskies took the scored on a 7 yd run by Foster.
and Western Michigan took over
ball on their first series of downs With only 1:21 expired, Western
on downs.
ru1d pushed their first and last led 7-0.
score across the Dayton goal-line
The XU offense could only musThe Muskies came storming
ter up 168 yards total offense,
early in the 1st quarter. Bob "Z" back, however, when Jerry Buck50 rushing and 118 passing as
Zaiina tallied the score on a 7 yd. master connected to Ray Blunk
huJ'Sl. This was to prove the only in the endzone for a 7 yd. scoring compared to Western Michigan's
224 yards. The 18-7 victory ended
bright spot of the evening for the strike. Gramke's kick was good
\Vestern 's season on a happy note ·
Muskie offense as they never seri- and the score was matched 7-7.
and brought their record for the
ously threatened the Dayton endNeither team managed to cross
zone again until late in the 4th the other's goal line throughout the _year to 6-4.
quarter. With onlyseconrls remain- remainder of the game. The MusRUSS LONES
. ing in the game, Tom Gramke was kie defense enco~;~ntered a new ofClemson football coach and
Russ Lones is a 6'1", :.no lb., called on, in an attempt to break
21 year old senior from Toledo, the deadlock, with a 37 yd field- fensive weapon however, in the athletic direc::tor Frank Howard
Ohio. After graduation Russ has goal. The distance proved to be form of"Dale Livingston, Western's wasn't too receptive when apa two year army commitment out of "Otto's" range, however, place-kicking specialist who booted proached for financial aid for a
since he is in the R.O. T.C. ad- and the game ended - Xavier 7, three field goals of 20, 39, and 24 proposed rowing team, according
vanced core. After the army, grad- . Dayton 7. The lauded Xavier de- yards. The Bronco's also collected to an article In the current issue
uate school seems likely with a
fense proved its worth again as 2 more points on a ·safety when of SPORT Magazine.
concentration in physical therapy.
"Clemson," says Howard, "will
they succeeded in allowing the Fly- Terry Renard was caught In the
From there a career in the restaur- ers only one score. The X. defense, end zone late in the third period.
never subsidize a sport where a
ant business with .his father looks under constant pressure from the
With the score 15-7, Xavier had man sits on his tall and goes
very inviting.
baCkwards."
Dayton running machine halted
Russ was to Xavier football as Innumerable Flyer drives with key
Dan Reeves Is to the Dallas Cow- defensive performances. Dayton's
boys. He .is good at everything only score came as a result of a
but great at none. While at Xavier. long drive which ended in a short
Russ played guard, end, fullback,
scoring smash.
lineback, defensive halfback, and.
Last Saturday, the Muskies traoffensive halfback.
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PART TIME JOBS FOR MUSKETEERS

LAUNDRY

3 to 11 Shift. Work any day.
SALARY $22.00 per day
Call Student Personnel Director

. .ANITON
One Block Soucb of Dan•
Few Blocb Nonb of tbe Dora»

421-5323
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FrosJil;!S]Jlit Firtdl Tz_vo
By llli.L GHEFFIN.
The Xavier fn:shmen footbnll
team finished lht:ir season with a
17-7, come-from- behind vit1ory
over Dayton, Nov•?mbcr 6th, to
even their record at 2-2. New
coach 'l'ony Paris' charges depended on a rock-hard rushing defense,
which held the Flyers lo seven first
downs.
The Dayton frosh scored first
on an opening period run of 66
yards, which marked the' only
loosening of the Muskie defense in
the half. Neither team could pick
up a first down until midway in
the second quarter, when the X
yearlings began a ·l-5 yard drive
which culminated on the Dayton
7 and a 24 yard Pete Bergman
field goal. During the drive, quarterback Dave i\leyo::rs threw four
consecutive compielions to end Joe
Abramowicz.
Both teams opened up in the
second half, and after a missed
field goal attempt, the 1\luskies
drove 80 yards for the go-ahead
touchdown - Dan Dcyer taking a
Myers screen pass for the final 26

M~ •1l. 'U'
~ nali' e.-i'.r•
}!

News Sports Hcportcr
yards. Early in the tina! stanza,
Xavier ground out a passlcss, 70
yard drive for the finn! frosh touchdown of the year. Halfback Hick
Fisher plunged the final yard, and
Phil Caponi, ale up 39 of his
game-total 59 yards in the time
consuming march. Dergmun completed the scoring with his ninth
consecutive extra point of the·
season.
The Dayton win helped ease a
21-14 Joss to Marshall, a week
earlier. This game saw the Muskie
line stifle the Herd on the ground
only to have the secondm·y riddled
for three touchdowns, through the
air. The Xavier freshmen actually
looked better on paper, with Dave
Myers completing 11 of 19 passes
for 126 yards, and the running
game picking up 168 yards for 18
first downs; but the 44 yard punting of Marshall's Jim Smith put
X in the hole. The Musketeers
scored on a Dan Dever run, a Jim
Chaney fumble recovery, and Pete
Bergman's two extra points.

At

picket fences, and, mostly, washroom walls.

'l1tc final word comes from
a rare graficionado ·who combined the talents of the poet and
the materialist. He inscribed the
following epitaph on the door of
a stall in a men's washroom:
"Here I Sit Like a Bird in the Wildemess - Out of John Paper."

Bob "Z" Zelina is a Cleveland
product of 6', 205lbs. After graduation "Z" plans to go to grad
school and then get a job dealing
with marketing.
The most unforgettable event for
Bob was the first touchdown he
scored in his college career. "It
was in the Chattanooga game this
year with third down and goal to
go y:ith the ball on the one yard
line. Bucky took the snap from
center and turned to left to hand
off the ball to me. I hit the line and
a few other objects which were trying to slop my progress with everything I had. The officials signaled
a touchdown and I was home with
six points. That averages out to
two points a year."

l.h.~.

,, ).

i:.;

:h(! ever

presr~nt

h~·,ppcrs

di...:.-.:ei·,:-:.ion IJI'-

2Gth

The program would be structured into three 1 1/2 hour sessions
per semester for each seminar and
encompass subjects oflowtechnical
and high general interest.
In addition, Mr. Patton proposed interdisciplinary seminars
dill'erenl departments lo sludy a
given topic from diiTering viewpoints.

MONZA

Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to yourself to
try MONZA Pipe Tobacco.
Your favorite pipe will give
you more plea~ure when
you choose this imported
blend of the world's fine
tobaccos.

tnoveupto

MONZA

THE IMPORTED PIP! TOIACCO
ONLY 30- A POUCH

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MONZA PIPE TOBACCO,
send 10¢ to cover postage and handling with this
coupon to:
ROMICK'S INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 3033, DEPT. 248
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606
(Please Print)

TEACH AND TRAVEL
Begin January or July, 1968

Conduct educational and information progran1s on nuclear
science and technology for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Address school assemblies ancl give classroom presentation;,. Have considerable independence and be responsible
for relations with school officials, teachers, the press, and
others.
.SciencP or science education

Name

Street - - - - - - - - - - - - City

degree, public

spl'aking and demnn,.tration ability. Attractin• compensation
<tll cJ benL\flt:--. f\t'f'a il1 IL'I'\'iew po~:-:.i blv.

To
"Snow \\'hit" \\.'a;, <: [,.,rmk ·-·
:·iti P
J., ,. l'<llrll.'~ tl P· ·· ·:Jl:,· 1: 1;1'·
t\\'t•:_•J:

Tom has been trapped so many
times that Coach Biles has offered
to send him to a tax-idermist.

• "For anything worth having,
one must pay the price; and the
price is always work, patience, love,
self-sacrifice-no paper currency, no
promises to pay, but the gold of real
-John Burrou~hs.
service."

to

liJudi!ic:ations:

An cxiremi:ly popui iir su bj<•ct

Tom Dyer is a 6'2", 205 lb.
defci:lsive end from Cincinnati,
Ohio. After graduating he plans to
teach and coach.

Quote:

SCIENCE TEACHERS

Last week, having contracted
some rare Oriental disease in the
Grill, I scoured the likely places on
campus and discovered some of
the current grafitti.
Grafitti writers range from mailless donnies ("Unzipped Mail Is
Immoral") to the criminal clement
("J. Edgar Hoover Sleeps 'With a
Night Light") to the frustrated
lover ("If Thou Dates! a Girl FJ'Om
lhe Mount or OLC '? Then Thou
of Necessity a Pelrarchan Lover

'rOM DYER

BOB ZELINA

BJ' .JOHN DaEYEa

fence is the writer who urges us to
"Support Our Men In Canada."

OctoiY.~r

the

meeting of Student Council John Patton proposed
a Student Council Seminar program "to increase
knowledge and di::ocussion of class related topics
of interest to both faculty
members and students."

Friday Corner
From the earliest dawn, the animal man has expressed himself
with inscriptions on the walls ofhis
dwelling places. The Neanderthal
chiseled sketches on the walls of his
cave. During the Renaissance, man
adorned his cathedrals with beautiful frescoes. Modern man leaves
his etchings on bridge underpasses,
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IS OUT OF THIS WORLD!
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l'"ol'le Spit on till'. \\'run:~: Side ...
A third party 1\JaiHun<u, iu tk·
crowd leaves this bulletin, "Wallace
and Hick~ In· '68 - Apartheic.
F'orever." Someone who fears a
recession at the end of the Viet- '
narn Crisis writes, "War Is Good
Business - Invest Your Sons."
And from the other side of the
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smoothest smoke ever to conk: ou~ ,;; . ; ::,:1:o.::
Why is it tree? Frankly, because wr: fee;' tna, '.m:::tyou try Burgundy you'll make it your regular smoke.
So have a pouch
the house ... Cheers!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY

FEATURING:

lEMO NPI PERS,.
SAlVATION AND
HIS ARMY, US TOO,
BITIERSWEET,
VIllAGE IDIOTS

THE VARSITY
MUG
CLUB
CAlfiOUN

AT DENNIS STS.

----..
I
I

Please_______________________________
sen·d me a tree package of Burgundy smoking Tobacco,
Name
___
~~
Clty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ statL! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip__

I
I
I
I .
I
I
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Dulles Discusses Question of Faith.,:
By JACK PATTON, News Stair Member
On Thursday, November 9,
Father Avery Dulles addressed the
Xavier University Forum on the
topic "What Should We Believe?"
Father Dulles, a convert to the
Catholic faith, is professor fundamental theology at Woodstock
College in Maryland and a noted
author and lecturer.
The aescetic-looklng Jesuit began his talk by noting that we
are in a Year of Faith, proclaimed
last June by Pope Paul. Father
stated that there are several dangers In an immature approach to
such an event. The first is a kind
of tribal loyalty- conforming to
the external discipline of the
Church although we have no deep
Internal conviction. Sociological
Catholicism is a house built on
sand, for religion must be sustained by more than environment.
The second great danger is that
Catholics might tend to a passive
irresponsibility about their faith.

In the past Catholics have tended stitutionallsm. Most of aU It offers
to accept a large body of doctrine the occasion to reflect on one of
as the word of God transmitted the most curious of modern
through a hierarchical structure, phenomona - the lack of faith of
but this approach Is no longer . men of belief.
satisfactory in an age which treats
For a man of Faith is a man
knowledge in a highly pragmatic whose center of gravity is outside
fashion, always asking the rele- himself, who by leaving hold of
vance of the question. The con- himself, learns what he is.
ceptualization of the way In which
This leads to the fundamental
knowledge Is transmitted Is also question of Faith; Is their anything
Inaccurate. Most insights in the worth giving oneself to in this
Church start outside the hierarchi- total way? The man of Faith is
cal structure and are in fact recalled on to serve the personal
sisted by the hierarchy.
reality of God. God's reality is
Yet the Year of Faith does offer known
only through Faith.
unique opportunities for reflection
Relying on a quotation from
on the message of Christianity,
Bergson, Father Dulles suggested
and an opportunity for more
that the hope of the world is the
clearly realizing the guidance it
embracing of the notion of the
provides in the solution of modern
mystics, the insight into, God as
problems. It affords us the octotal love and the source of relicasion to consider why the freshgion as the total outpouring of the
ness seems to have gone out of the infinite God. Thus the Trinity is
Christian churches and why they not a mathematical mystery but
seemed plagued with decadent In- the mystery of the Infinite love of

the Father being poured out In the
Son and Holy Spirit.
Although ultimately God Is the
measure of unknowabillty, it Is the
faith that a man possesses that
enables him to afD.nn the existence
of life and not darkness. But there
is no ~sy way to find an answer
in the endless search for the meaning of the universe. Rather it Is a
question that must be lived with
before any answer may become a
reality.

John RinderKnecht, Joe Rump,
and Gary SteJm,le.

Rifle Team Opens Fire
II

The Xavier RO.T.C. Rifle Team
is again embarking upon another.
busy season of shooting competition. The Rifle Team opened its
season in the Ohio-Kentucky varsity league on Oct. 15, by taking
on a strong team from Murray
State. The Musketeers, facing perhaps the best varsity team in the
nation, bowed by a score of 1410
to 1242. John Rinderknecht and
Mike Hatem led Xavier with scores
of 263 and 259 respectively.
The Muskies opened the Ohio
R.O. T. C. season two weeks ago at •

Ohio State University by losing
to the University of Cincinnati by
a score of 1225 to 1212 and to
Ohio State by 1354 to 1252. High
shooter on the Xavier team was
Joe Rump with a score of 257.
The University of Cincinnati and
Ohio State were led by George
Rank and Earl Sisson with scores
of 280 and 276 respectively.
Xavier came back to defeat the
University of Cincinnati on Nov.
5, by a score of 995 to 993. Gary
Steimle took honors with a score
of 257.

7~CJ...i£
CORPORATION

IASOLENES • OILS • LUBRICANTS
.CINCINNATI, OHIO 45212

PHONE (513) 531-2244

Industrial Specialists Since 1919
SERVICE STATION • • 1815 DANA AVIENUE
Three Squares East of the Stadium

At the Service of Xaa1ier Students, Fac~tlty and Football
Fans for More Tlean Forty Years

JIM FECK

-

•

-

Class of '48

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

l.Pok forthe nme-green can
f'\.1967, Colgore·Palmolive (otT" pony Sno ''The Flying Nu.,," Thvndoy evenings. 8·8 30 NYT. ABC·JV.

LIME, REGULAR
AND MENTHOL
lollftd 11nder fht aulhority of The Cou•Cofa

The Cocn-Colu Bottllnl:' Work!;
Company, ClnclnnnU
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; \Velee•e Fnsll!1i
Yesslr, freshmen. the big day ls
here, and after tonight you can be
said to have omclally arrived at
Xavier! The occasion, of course, Is
the first Xavlerbeermlxerthlsyear.
And judging from your "knockout" perfc;Jrmances last month at
Homecoming, this evening should
be another big gross-out!
Now remember, this is not the
same as at Homecoming. I mean,
then you were kind of dressed-up
and expectedtomalntalnsomeklnd
of neat appearance and go easy
on the wild stuff. But you're free
now to take the muzzles off - and
really act llke animals! Animals?
Why sure! Come on, rion'tbebashful - you certainly· put on a great
show October 29! This might have
been planned as the encore to that
bombed-out affair.
Think we should Invite the Lettermen back to watch this one?
Not perform; no, they won't do
that again, not after what they saw
then. Maybe just so they will believe that it really happened with
the same bunch of slobs. And I
guess we should call up your girlfriends, too; I'm sure they would
like to go through the second phase
of our warm.Xavier "initiation".
After all, some of them were high
schoolers, others freshmen like
yourselves- and this may be only
the. second time besides October 29
that they'll have seen the goons
loose for an evening.
So come early - no, better yet,
in the afternoon, head on up to
Dana's or over to the Mug and

By MIKE MADDEN, News REporter

start to gas up then, so that by
the time you make it to the Armory
you'll be good andlooseandready
to let go - either with your choice
obscenities, or your ass-lnlne behavior, or with the contents of your
stomach - whichever strikes you
as appropriate at that particular
time.
·
But maybe we're being too hard
on you, freshmen~ After all, you
didn't Invent Homecoming and the
"good, clean fun" that went along
with it. No, you had plenty of fine
example from your distinguished
brethren, the sophomores, juniors,
and seniors. And no doubtlong before it rolled around, your ears
had been filled with stories of what
a riot it would be, and how much
booze was consumed, and all the
moves that are put on the girls
that night. It would probably be
more correct to say that you've
learned well from the. pigs who've
taught you.
And we'd better close now, because we just remembered that we
were supposed to call the Musketeer yearbook photographer, to
make sure that he's there to catch
that true college atmosphere and
"loyal Muskie spirit" - maybe
he missed it if he, too, was plowed
out of his mind like a lot o( you
on C>ctober 29.
Th & 1'1 opens its doors to any
student or faculty member interested in writing a column in tlus
space. Those who are i nteresll'<i
should call me ut 751-2262 or
contact Jim Aranda or Mil;;e Henson at the X. U. News Ofticc.

• f F• t
Debate Team TI es 0 r Irs
The Xavier varsity debate team
started it's new season in promising fashion by tying for first place
at the University of Chicago National Debate Tournament November 3 and 4.
Tied with the Xavier debaters
at 9 wins, 3 losses were Iowa and
Northwestern, a perennial debate
powerhouse. In breaking the deadlock, Iowa edged Xavier by 3
points out of a possible 900, while
Northwestern placed third. Competing for X affirmatively were
Bob Joseph and Bob Thesing

while the neganve was argued by
Tim Burke and Tom Walsh. Such
schools as Michigan State, Michigan, Kentucky, Morehead, and
Iowa were met and beaten while
Xavier's three losses went to Northwestern, \Vashington U., and illinois ..
This year the team is lead by
rookie debate coach, Mr. Mark
Greenburger, a local lawyer and
graduate of U.C. Law School, who
replaced long-time head, Fr. Vincent Horrigan.

Edward P. VonderHaar, vice president for public President's Council and director
relations and development at Xavier, Sunday was of public relations. He has been
elected president of the Public Relations Society of executive·
director or two major
university fund campaigns.
America.
He Is a past president of the
VonderHaar, who was elected by the PRSA Assem- · PRSA Cincinnati chapter and of
bly meeting in Philadelphia at the Bellevue-Stratford the American College Public ReHotel, will succeed ·J. Carroll Bateman of New York lations Association and currently
Is a mem bcr of the ACPRA commitCity as head of the 5700-member public relations tee on professional advancement.
organization on January 1.

On eam,. Mu1i.n

(By the aufhor of" Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",

"Dobie Gillis/' etc.)

FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS
At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting
in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't
you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and,
alas, most neglected name? I refer, of course, to Cham pert
Sigafoos.
Champert Sigafoos (1714-1928) started life humbly on
a farm near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both
named Walter, were bean-gleaners, and Champert became
a bean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to
Montana where he got a job with a logging firm. Here the
erstwhile bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. After
a month he '.Vent to North Dakota where he tended the
furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted to
Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then
to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oattoter). Then to Long Island where he dressed p.oultry
(duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery
van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Minnesota
where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada
where he determined the odds in a gambling house (dicepricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
:Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery, beating pig hides until they were soft and supple
(hog-flogger). Here occurred the event that changed not
only Champert's life, but all of ours.
Next door to Champert's hog-ftoggery was a mooring
mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by
a girl named Graffa von Zeppelin. Champert watched
Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned
over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was 11ot
quite perfect-one of her legs was shorter than the other
(blimp-gimper)-she was nonetheless ravishing, what
with her tawny hair and her eyes of Lake Louise blue and
her marvelously articulated haunches. Champert, smitten,
ran quickly back to the hog-floggery to plan the wooing.
To begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a present. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all
know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought
Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he
did have: ingenuity and pigskin.
So he selected several high· grade pelts and stitched
them together and blew air into them and made for Graffa
a perfectly darling little replica of a dirigible. "She will
love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to
make ready to call on Graffa.
First, of course, he shaved with Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. And wouldn't you? If you were looking
to impress a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory,
dewlaps like damask, a chin strokable, cheeks fondlesome,
upper lip kissable, would you not use the blade that
whisks away whiskers quickly and slickly, tuglessly and
nicklessly, scratchlessly and matchlessly? Would you not,
in short, choose Personna, available both in Injector style
and double-edge style? Of course you would.

EDWARD P. VONDERHAAR

VonderHaar is the first representative of the educationnl fielrl to
be elected to the post. This year he
is PRSA national vice president and
he also has served two three-year
lenns on the society's board of
directors. In 1964, he was chairman of the RSA Silver An vii
Awards Competition.
A native of Hamilton, VonderHaar was appointed to his present position at Xavier in 1966 after
34 years in various executive capacities at the university.
He was graduated magna cum
laude from Xavier in 1931 and
began service as executive secretary of the nlumni association in
1932. Over the years he has been
director of publicity, businessman·
ager of athletics, secretary to the
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So Champert, his face a study in epidermal elegance.
rushed next door with his little pigskin dirigible. But
Graffa, alas, had run off, alas, with a bush pilot who spezialized in dropping limes to scurvy-ridden Eskimo villages (fruit-chuter).
Champert, em·aged, started kicking his little pigskin
blimp all over the place. And who should walk by just
then but Jim Thorpe, Knute Rockne, Walter Camp, and
Pete Rozelle!
They walked silently, heads down, four discouraged
men. For weeks they had been trying .to invent football,
but they couldn't seem to find the right kind of ball. They
tried everything-hockey pucks, badminton birds, bowling
balls, quoits-but nothing worked. Now seeing Champert
kicking his pigskin spheroid, their faces lit up and as· one
rnan they hollered "Eureka!" The rest is history.

Now Central Trust Handi-Cheks not only have your
name and address printed on them, but a Musketeer,
too. And your white checkbook cover has a Musketeer
on the front. It's the Xavier way to pay bills. Get
Musketeer Handi·Cheks at the Dana at Reading Road
office, 3770 Reading Road; Victory Parkway at Madison
office; or your nearest neighborhood Central Trust Bank.
I.,,

···.·
· ..::::.:

* * *

©1967, M•x Shulmon

· Speaking of kiclcs, if you've got any t1bout yollr pre5·
cnt shavt! cream, try Burma-Shave, rcglllar or menthol.
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Tet·ry Byrd

Job

WCXU-DJ

From the Byrdhouse
1\lliss Pat Maloney is a short,
black-haired, freckled, pretty secretary with bright, knowledgeable
eyes, a bright smile (sometimes),
and a sense of humor that keeps
the staff of WCXU at ease, or, as
the case may be, ill-at-ease. She's
very efficient at her job, too; for
it Is Patty who takes care of printing our Sound "30" Survey sheets,
and our flyers which keep you informed to what's happening at
CX U. So now the Byrd, on behalf
of the rest of our stalwart staff,
publicly says THANK YOU, PAT.
For the past couple of weeks
people have been asking me why
I don't add the top ten from the
survey to my column; well, the truth
of the matter is that I've tried once
or twice, but the good editors of
this Xavier News have exercised
their supervisory prerogatives and
have clipped the top ten out every
time. They say the third time is
luck, and I guess the saying is true,
because they've finally pnnted 1t.
So here it is; loot at it, compare
it to the surveys of WSAI and
WDOOBE and see for yourself
which survey ismostadvancedand
best suited to the musical tastes of
the superior sludentsofXavier University:
1) Soul Man- Sam and Dave
2) Incense and Peppermints -

The Strawberry Alarm Clock
3) I Can See For 1\lliles The Who
4) By The Time I Get To
Phoenix - Glen Campbell
5) I Say A Little Prayer Dionne Warwick
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DATE

6 J Daydream Believer The Monkees
7) You'd Detter Sit DownKidsCher
8) I Heard It On The Grapevine-Gladys Knight and
the Pips
9) Stagger Lee- Wilson Pickett
10) Different Drum The Stone Poneys
So there you have it. There can
be no question now as to who is
the music leader in Cincinnati WCXU!
Just a final note to our female
readers at OLC and the Mount
(any male readers at either of
those two institutions please disregard this): WCXU needs YOU.
We are badly in' need of good
newswomen and secretaries; so if
you have a bent in this direction,
please contact us at WCXU or call
between one andthreeo-clock Monday through Friday. The number
1s 731-2341, ext. 323. Also I need
female help on my Public Relations
staff; in other words, girls, HELP!!!

Pla~emen·t:

COMPANY

Jn·ter·vi·ews

i '

POSITIONS

DEGREES

Management Trainee
AccounUng-AudiUng
Financial Analysts
Sale&-Credlt· EDP
Accountant&-Programmers
Management Trainee
Manufacturing Management
Positions
Stan Accountants

Nov. 20
Monday

Economy Fimmce Corp.

All Degrees

Nov. 20
1\Ionday
Nov. 20
Monday
Nov. 20
Monday

Wright Patterson AFB

All Degrees

Cleveland Pneumatic Co.

Liberal Arts

Arthur Andersen

Alexander Grant

Accounting Major•
Econ-Finance-Management
Liberal Arts-Math-Econ-MBA
Accountl~g Majors

Arthur Young

Accounting Majors

Public Accounting

Sinclair Research

Chemistry BS & MS

Organic Research

John Hancock Insurance

All Degrees

Management Trainees

Internal Revenue Service

Accounting Majors for Revenue Agents &
Internal Aud's.
12 Hours Accounting for Spedal Agents
Chemistry Majors

See Literature

Carnation Company

All Degrees -

Sales Representatives

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

All Degrees

Nov. 21
Tuesday
Nov. 28
Tuesday
Nov. 29
Wednesday
Nov. 29
Wednesday
Nov. 29
Wednesday
Nov. 30
Thursday
Nov. 30
Thursday
Nov. 30
Thursday

Food& Drug
Dept. of Health, Ed, Wei.

MBA

_...

Public Accounting

Inspectors

Sales Representatives

If you want to drive a Cadillac, you must
know what goes on in the minds of those
who drive Fords.

Get
your
bumblebee
degree

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BIC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
me's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again .
in unendiug war
a~ainst ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, DIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
Die's "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smeur no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
me Duo at your
campus store now.
WATERMAN·BiC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.
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Dodge
Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R/T,
Coronet R/T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own dis~
tinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

0

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

To add some coldr to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
Color-with the
authentic embroidered "bumblebee" design on
front and back.
Send for yours
today.

To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340-cu.-in. V8 for the
Dart GTS. And for Charger R/T and Coronet R/T, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.
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Dodae Dart GTSP<>rt
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All three members of the Scat Pack offer distinguishinR marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along lht: side. Or if yo!.! t~rr.fer to· be ;, iiltle rnore ...
mCJdest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Heady for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumbler~e Dcgrc~. today?

~------------------,
FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:
I
1
'
Hu&hea-Hatcher-Suffrln, 1133 Shelb~ at State,
1
Detroit, Michl&an 4822&. Attn.: Mr. Gua Anton.
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to
Hughes·Hatcher·Sullrin) for$
_ to cover cost of
.
jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
L, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)

~Na~m~e~----------------~S~iz~e________

~Ad~d~re~ss~---------------------------

C~i~ty______________~S~ta~t~e____~Z~ip~---
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